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DISABILITY: A NEW HISTORY
EPISODE 3: Freaks and Entrepreneurs

PETER WHITE

In 1752 an eye-catching figure appeared on the streets of London. 

JOHN COAN (ACTOR) 

Mr. John Coan, a perfect and entertaining dwarf! This miniature man diverts such who do him the honour of their company with rehearsing the speeches he spoke before the Royal Family. Imitates the different crowing of cocks to the greatest perfection.  (hear him crowing like a cock)

PETER WHITE

We have the voices of multi-talented performers like John Coan from the advertisements they wrote for themselves, flyers which littered the streets in such quantity that some of these flimsy handbills have survived. And listening to these voices, historians across the country are reassessing freaks and freak shows in a way that casts a new light on the history of disabled people. People with unusual bodies putting themselves on show have long been part of the theatrical scene in this country. Samuel Pepys went to see a hairy woman in 1688.

SAMUEL PEPYS from his diary 21 Dec 1688 (ACTOR)

Went into Holborn and there saw a women that is to be seen with a beard. She is a little plain woman, a Dane about 40 years old with a beard as much as any man I ever saw, black almost, and grizzly. It was a strange sight to me I confess, and pleased me mightily.

PETER WHITE

We’ve lost sight of that uncritical pleasure now, but at the time disability could be thought of as an innocent joke. Naomi Baker of Manchester University has written about this lost sense of humour about physical differences. 

NAOMI BAKER

I think there was a widespread delight and interest in the irregularities and variety of nature in the 17th Century. This, perhaps, is lessening as the 18th Century progresses, but certainly earlier there was a sense of nature as playful, that nature was unpredictable, that there was a lot of variety and unusual forms to be found out there. And people delighted and took pleasure in seeing these forms and they were openly referred to as ‘jokes of nature’;  and people didn’t think there was anything repugnant about them or sinister about them. They were just part of the variety of the world and people wanted to enjoy and look at them.


PETER WHITE

Did the disabled people involved in this, in the freak shows, did they get the joke?

NAOMI BAKER

Well I wish we had more access in the archives to their own perspectives! Unfortunately we have very limited access to that and unfortunately, again, a large category of the humans who were on display were very young children, often newborn babies with abnormalities which were known as ‘monstrous births’. And often they weren’t even alive but were put on display by their parents, and so it was very much a case of people putting other people on display, even their own children, often for quite considerable financial gain.

PETER WHITE

So that is something that’s really quite difficult for the 21st Century mind to get to grips with, isn’t it?

NAOMI BAKER

It’s horrific, and even Pepys, although he talks openly about the pleasure of seeing a bearded woman, he also describes some conjoined twins who were put on display in London by their own father. And he describes how these twins died because they were viewed too much. 


PETER WHITE

And it’s not just the hoi polloi is it, who go to these things?

NAOMI BAKER

Well the sermons, and people who criticised this kind of activity, they often talk about the popular pleasure in going to freak shows and in curiosities, and how that’s a vulgar pastime. But I think it’s very interesting to note that the new scientists, the people who were involved in the foundation and the early years of the Royal Society, were also very interested in the ‘curiosities of nature’. And they had their own cabinets of curiosity, which involved natural items, including on occasion human remains of unnatural or unusual human forms. And they were also very interested in looking at these freakeries of nature, if you like.

PETER WHITE

Looking at the handbills, the advertisements people plastered all over the city, you get some idea of the size but also the competitive nature of the 18th Century freak scene.

Handbill for Italian woman (ACTOR)

A little fairy woman, lately come from Italy, being but 2 foot 2 inches high. In no way deformed as the other two women are, that are carried about the streets in boxes from house to house. 

Handbill for German woman (ACTRESS)

I, a little German woman, the dwarf of the world, may be carried in a little box to any gentleman’s house, if desired. 

PETER WHITE

Some of it is very troubling to us now. Professor Judith Hawley.

JUDITH HAWLEY

You could pay a penny or sixpence and go into a room where lots of freaks were on display, and also doing a performance, or you could pay more and have a private view. 

PETER WHITE

I suppose this would be the aristocracy?

JUDITH HAWLEY

Yes, that’s right, and high prices are charged for the aristocracy. You could actually have a ‘midget’ brought to you, a kind of ‘midget takeaway’, because dwarfs were often carried around in boxes. 

PETER WHITE

So hang on, you’re telling me you could have a dwarf, someone of restricted growth…

JUDITH HAWLEY

Restricted growth, yes. 

PETER WHITE

Brought to your door like a curry?

JUDITH HAWLEY

Like a curry, in a box, and the box would be purpose- made. There’s one chap, John Warrenberg, who’s depicted standing next to his box. It looks a little bit like a wardrobe, and he was literally popped in the box, bolted down, carried around. He came to a very unfortunate end, he was being put onboard a ship, because he was toured around Europe, a lot of these people went all over Europe. And the porter was carrying him over the gang plank ,and the gang plank broke and he fell into the water and was drowned because he was in his box.  

PETER WHITE

What part did the disabled people involved, what part did they play in this? Would some of them be in control of this operation or would they usually be being manipulated by someone else, a bit like a footballer with his agent?

JUDITH HAWLEY

As with the footballer analogy it’s a bit of both isn’t it? Footballers and freaks can often profit quite a lot from being displayed. But at the cost, perhaps, of personal dignity. 

PETER WHITE

It’s hard to find the right tone to talk about all of this, some of it sounds horrible to our ears. But making a living as a freak could be an escape from something much worse, rather like modern-day boxers I suppose. And it was, after all, a way of earning some money. Even so-called ordinary beggars did better if they had an act. Tim Hitchcock of the University of Hertfordshire is an expert on the street culture of 18th and 19th Century London. 

TIM HITCHCOCK

Every beggar has to grab your attention in the first 30 seconds, that moment your eye passes their presence on the street. And disabled beggars absolutely did use their physicality in order to get what they wanted. It could be down to how you present a disabled arm or limb, it could be down to how you strapped up a blind eye or a weeping wound. There were people like Charles Wood, for example, who was blind and who, in the 1820’s, made a good living on the streets of London with his dancing dog, the ‘real learned French dog named Bob’. 

CHARLES WOOD (ACTOR)

Ladies and gentlemen, this is a real learned French dog, please do encourage him, throw anything down to him and see how nimbly he will pick it up and give it to his poor blind master. Look about Bob, be sharp, see what you’re about Bob.

WOMAN (ACTRESS)

Money being thrown, Bob picks it up and puts it into his master’s pocket. 

PETER WHITE

But for every thousand entrepreneurs on the street, there were a handful of disabled people who became entrepreneurs on a grand scale. They turned their disability into big business and their stories challenge our modern ideas about freaks and freak shows. 
Matthew Buchinger was a kind of 1720’s ‘super-crip’, an extraordinarily successful artist, musician and stuntman. In fact  so many talents it’s hard to describe him; here’s how he described himself.

MATTHEW BUCHINGER  from his self-portrait (ACTOR)

He is a wonderful little man of but 29 inches high, born without hands, feet or thighs. The same little man has been married four times and has 11 children. This little man performs such wonders as have never been done by any but himself. He plays on various sorts of music to admiration, as the oboe, strange flute, dulcimer and trumpet, and delights to make machines to play on all sorts of music. He is no less eminent for writing, drawing of coats of arms and pictures to the life with a pen. He also plays at cards and dice, performs tricks with cups and balls, corn and live birds, and plays at shuttles or nine-pins to a great nicety, to the general satisfaction of all spectators. 

Contemporary commentator : WOMAN (ACTRESS)

He did with his stumps what many could not do with their hands and feet so well as he. He wrote, cast accounts and loaded, and discharged a pistol, and did never fail of hitting the mark!

PETER WHITE

So there’s a man who certainly knew his own worth, and was making sure he was well rewarded for it. David Turner of Swansea University has studied this extraordinary man.

DAVID TURNER

We don’t know exactly how much he was worth, but in his self-portrait he is dressed with very fine clothes, which would suggest that he was extremely successful and quite wealthy. 

PETER WHITE

I suppose the whole point about Buchinger, in a way, is that it’s a whole range of things isn’t it? He’s a musician, he’s a trickster, he’s strong, he’s virile, he’s kind of got everything except arms and legs if you like. 

DAIVD TURNER

That’s right, he is something of an overachiever I suppose! But I think the more serious point is that he is constantly challenging his audience’s preconceptions about what it meant to have no arms and no legs, what it was to live with quite severe disabilities. 

PETER WHITE

Historian Julie Anderson included Buchinger in an exhibition of disabled artists and their self-portraits which is now touring the country.

JULIE ANDERSON

He was not very shy, he did many self-portraits and in the self-portraits as he got older he certainly showed the bottom of his body, his small flipper-like appendages on his shoulders. So I think that he wasn’t embarrassed, certainly as he got older; you see him more covered up when he’s younger, but he’s still sitting there very proudly. 

PETER WHITE

And in many ways he was, perhaps surprisingly for a man with no arms and no legs, he was a symbol for virility wasn’t he?

JULIE ANDERSON

He certainly was, he is considered very virile. I mean, he is a torso and a pelvis and this idea, people were very interested and very concerned about his virility and proving your virility, one way to do that is to produce all of these children. And one of the jokes about him was that the longest thing on him was his penis. 

PETER WHITE

So, I mean, there are quite a lot of Buchingers around, and there are street displays and that kind of thing, but who do we think is in control in these kind of situations?

JULIE ANDERSON

Well I think in the 18th and 19th Century the disabled person was often in control. They controlled their appearances, they controlled the people around them, they showed themselves, they exhibited themselves. And I think that they have a level of control that might be surprising today to modern audiences. 

PETER WHITE

They are not being exploited, they are rich entrepreneurs basically?

JULIE ANDERSON

I would say they are, and I would say that there are a number of disabled people who are rich and entrepreneurial and are able to control their careers and control their lives. 

PETER WHITE

I suspect rich entrepreneurs have always had control over their lives. But it has made me realise that the 18th Century, in particular, was a time when attitudes to disability could be a complex mix of mockery and genuine admiration. 
Tomorrow I’ll be exploring ideas of beauty and deformity at a time when savage diseases like smallpox were common, and your body could be transformed overnight. 
	

